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MILITARYSPECIFICATION

CAGES , LIQUID QUANTITY, (M PACITOR TYPE,
7.NSTALIATION AND ‘ULIBRATION OF

This spccificaticnr is mandatory for use by all Departments and
Agencies of the Department of Defense.

1. SCOPE

1.1 l%is specification covers the inscellacion and calibration of clasa I
(ace 6.6) , clasa II, and class III capacitor-type liquid-quantity gages conforming
to MZL-G-269K8.

2, APPLIC4BLS DOCUMENTS

2.1 The following documenca, o f the issue in effect on data of invitation for
bids or request for propoaa 1, form a part of this specification to the extent
specified herein:

SPECIFICATIONS

Federal

QQ-S-571

Militarv

M2L-C-17

MU-W-76
M2L-B-5087
KIL-W-508K
M2L-W-7139

MIL-W-1687B
K2L-C-26482

MIL-C-26500

Solder; Lead Alloy, Tin Lend Alloy, and Tin Alloy, Flux
Corad Ribbon and Wire, and Solid Form

Cablea, Radiofrequency, Coaxial, Dual ~xial, l%in Conducror,
and ‘IWin Lend
Wfre and Cable, Hookup, Electrical, Insulatad
Bonding; Electrical (for Aircraft)
Wiring, Aircraft, Installation of
Wire, Electrlca 1, Polycecraf loroechylene -Insulated, Copper,
600 volt
Wire, Electrictr 1, Insule ted, High Temperature
Connector, Electric, Circular, Miniature, Quick Disconnect,
Environment Reaiating
Connector, General Purpose, Ele’ctrfcal, Miniature, Circular,
Environment Reaiating, Established Reliability, General
Specification for
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MIL-G-26988 Gage, Liquid Quantity, Capacitor Type, Transistorized,
General Specification For

lfIL-C-81511 Comector, Electrical, Circular, High D@nsity, Quick Dis-
connect, Environment Resisting

STANDARDS

Military

MIL-STO-143 Scandardards and Specifications, Order of Precedence for the
Selection of

m7,-sTu-456 Standard General Requirements for Electronic Equipment
?423.-s’20-704 Electric Power, Aircraft, Characteristics and Utilization of
M22.-STO-889 Dissimilar Metals
F1320659 Terminal, Lug, Crimp Style, Copper, Uninsulated, Class I
t!329576 Flange, Attachment, Molded Tank Plush and Recessed, Full

Molded, Circular

(Copies of documents required by suppliers in connection with specific procurement
functions should be obtained from the procuring activity or as directed by the
contracting of ficer. )

3. REQU2REKSNTS

3.1 Gsnera 1 reauf rements. Unless otherwise specified, gages installed in
accordance with this specification shall be contractor furnished and shall comply
with the requirements specified herein. The aircraft contractor shall be
responsible for fulfillment of these requirement.

3.2 Awnoval. The gage installation for each contract on each type aircraft
shall be subject to the approval of the procuring activity.

3.2.1 Liauid quantity system chances. Whenever a functional change is made in
the gage sys tern which h4s been approved by the procuring activity, the contractor
shall furnish da ca shoving all changee to inf orus cion originally submitted in
accordance with 3.2.2 together with the eerial numbere of the aircroft affected.
These changes shall also be eubject to the approval of the procuring activity.

3.2.2 Enu.i.neerinu report. Prior to approval of the liquid quantity gage
installation, the aircraft contractor shall submit a report to the procuring
activity covering 011 pertinent detaile of installation, dial calibration, and
system adjustment. The report shall be submitted to the procuring activity in
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triplicate, and approval of the gage installation shall be contingent upon the
results outlined in this report (see 6.3 and 6.5) . The report shall include the
following:

a. Drawings of the followfns in reproducible form on 8-1/2 by 11 inch
letter-size sheets:

(1) A three-dimensional perspective drawing of the aircraft shnwing locations
of the tanks, tank units, electronic or intermediate devices, and indicators
vith respect to each other and to the aircraft. tich gage camponenc sha 11 be
identified, and the total liquid capacity as well as individual tank capacity
shall be indicated.

(2) A schematic diagram of the gage system, shoving the external electrical
connections between the “cnmponencs.

(3) A detailed parts list of the gage system listing each ccnnponent with
the gage manufacturer’s part number and quantity of each used in the system.
This parts list shgll be in direct agreement with the identification of units
as given on the three -dimeneiom 1 drawing specified herein, and shall list the
serial numbers of the aircraft affected.

Note: Any change in either the loca t ion of the units or the type unit employed
will require the contractor to submit new drawinga as listed above together
with the serial numbers of the aircraft affected.

0. Drawings or photographa shoving the following:

(1) Marking dacails of each respective fndicacor dfel.

(2) lnatallat ion details of the tank unica and compensator sensing units
shnwing accessibility, methods of sealing, provisions for drainage, reinforce-
ment brackets, and any ocher pertinent data.

(3) Decaila of the calibration placard , or placarda, including the capacitance
values that till be entered thareon, type, and form of msrkings.

c. Dam

(1) Brief decryption of the matlrod employed in locating and selecting the
number of tank units.

. . —--—- .-

(2) Graph of error versus liquid quantity for a minimum of five different
attitudes including normal flight attitude and any sustained pitch and roll
attitudes considered applicable to the aircraft. The error shall be expressed

3
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in percent of the added tank unit capacitance for full tanks. Pofnts sha 11 be
ccmtputed for a minimum of seven quantities of liquid, including O to 100 percent
of tank capacity.

(3) The amount of trapped liquid under nornml flight attitude in each tank,
expressed in gallons and percent of tank capacity (see 6. 2.2) .

(4) The amount of .nraeured liquid under normal flight a tt Lt.de in each tank,
expressed in gallons and percent of tank c4p13city (see 6. 2.3) . llte unmeasured
liquid vhich is above and below the sensing portions of the tank units shall
be listed separately.

3.2.3 Modifications and deviations< Modifications to or devfac ions frcnn this
specificat ion will be permitted only when specif led requirements are included
in the detail specification for the aircraft involved, or when specifically

appr~ed by the procuring act iV ity.

3.3 Selection of sc4ndards and specificacions.- Standard6 and specifications
for necessary commodities and services not s~cified herein shall be selected
in accordance with MIL-STD-143.

3.4 Materials< When selecting materials for the gage installation, considera-
tion should be given to the various clima tic condit ions to which the oircra fc
will be subjected during its service life.

3.4.1 Protective treatment. Uhen materials are used in the gage installation
that are subject to deterioration when exposed to climtic and environmental
conditions likely to occur during service usage, they shall be protected against
such deterioration in a ranner that will in no way prevent compliance with the
performance requirements of this specificn tie”. The use of any protective
ccating that will crack, chip, or scale with age or extremes of climatic and
environmental condit ions shall be ovoided.

3..6.2 Funxut!-nroof materials Materials that are not nutrients. for fungi shall
be used to the greatest extent practicable. Where materials that ore nutrients
for fungi must be used, such nmterials ehall be treated with o fungicidal agent
as approved by the procuring activity.

3.4.3 Dissimilar metals. Unlees suitably protected ngainet electrolytic
corrosion, dissimilar metals shall not be used in intfunte contact with each
other. Dissimilar metals are defined in KIL-STD-8S9.

3.5 Desi.zn and construction. Installation of the gnge system shell be
designed for maximum ease of inspection, maintenance, and repair. Any gage
components, with the exception of internally mounted type tank and compensator
sensing units, shall be replaceable vithin 1/2 man-hour. The removo 1 t be

4
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specified does not include the time required for remving liquid from tanks
when required prior co the removal of the externally mounted tank and compen-
sator sensing units. Provisions sha 11 be mnde for gage adjustment and checking
without openin8 a tenk and without remova 1 of any gage component from the

aircraft. Test comectfons shall be accessible directly or through an inspec-
tion door.

3.5.1 Installation of the gage system shall be so accomplished that no parts
will work looee in service. .

3.5.2 pusin~ Sach electrical circuit connecting one or more tank units, an
intermediate device, and an indicator shall be sepracely fused. Sach totriliz-
ing indicator and its associated intermediate device, when used, shall a Lso be
separately fused.

3.5.3 Tvpe of indication. The gage system installation shall be so designed
and accomplished that linear indication of Iiquid quantity will be provided
for all aircraft applications. Linear indication shall be obteined by proper
location and characterization of the tank unit or units in order that a
constanc capacitance will be registered for each unit volume of liquid sensed
in normal flight attitude (see 6.2.1). The type of indicator presentation
and the number of indicators required for each specific madel of aircraft shall
be subject to approval by the procuring activity.

3.5.4 Catze failure indication. Each individual or totalizing gage shall be
installed with a separate test switch.

3.5.5 Terminals. Terminals attnched co electrical cables may be either the
solder or aolderlecis rype. Solder less-type terminals sha 11 be in accordance
with MS206S9. The use of terminals for connecting the cables specifically
associated with the tnnk units shall be subject to approval by the procuring
activity.

3.5.6 Terminal strius and bnards. Terminal strips and boards shall be tide of
ceramic material or low-moisture-absorption, arc-reaistanc plastic material.
Adequate terminal spacing or barrier aha 11 be employed to prevent breakdown or
low leakage resistance under high humidity, including condensation, or high
altitude conditions.

3.5.7 Shielded and unshielded electrical cableu General-purpose unshielded
connector cable aha 11 canfnrm to che electrical requiremenra specified in
K2L-W-7139 or MIL-W-1687S. General-purpose shielded cable shall be in accor-
dance with FfIL-c-17. Electrical cable required for use within the tank and
subject to the action of the liquid shall ba entirely suitable for the purpose
intended. In fuel cells or nppllca tions where the temperature may exceed 90”C
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in compartments of the aircraft structure through which the electrica 1
interconnecting cables will be routed, the cables slurll be subject to approval
by the procuring activity. M2L-W-76wire and cable SIUIIL not be used on new
aircraft.

I
3.5.7.1 Cable installation= Inatallatfon of the interconnecting electrical
wiring and related acceesoriee shall be in accordance with the applicable
requirements of FuL-W-5088 except that only connectors in accordance with
MIL-C-264B2, MIL-C-26500, or MIL-c-81511 shall be used.

i

3.5.8 Soldering< Soldering shall be in accordance with ~L-STO-454, requirement
5. Solder used for electrical connections shall be in accordance with QQ-S-571
and sha 11 be of suitable ccxnposition.

I 3.5.8.1 Soldering flux. Only roein, rosin and alcohol, or equivalent pbaetic
rosin mixtures shall be used as flux in the assembly of the electrical connector
cables.

1 3.5.9 Bonding. All cmponents of the gage syetem requiring electrical grounding
to the aircraft structure shall be adequately bonded. Bonding shall be in
accordance with KtL-B-5087.

1 3.5.10 Electrical Dower< The installed gnge sha 11 oporn te from nircra ft power
in accor&nce with MIL-STO-70f$.

! 3.6 Performance

! 3.6.1 ~ Connector assemblies shall withstand a longitudinal pull of 12
pounds for 1 minute.

L 3.6.2 Electrical Ieakge. The insulation resistance of the aesenbled electrical
cables, with the fuel gage components disconnected; shall be oe follnws:

Minimum Resistance
Tvpe of Cable (Megohms)

Unshielded 100
Coaxial (shielded) 500

6
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The insulation resistance of the circuitry, fuel probes,
hooked together shall be not less than the following:

KLL-G-7940C

and compensators

Circuit Minim.xn Resistance
(Megohms)

Unshielded (Lo-Z) to ground 30
Coaxial center (Hi-Z) to ground 30
Hi-Z to Lo-Z 300

3.6.3 Voltage breakdm..n. The fuel gage circuitry shell be capable of carrying
1,000V rms at commercial frequency.

3.6.4 Accuracv. The overall inetalled accuracy of the fuel gagee ehall be as
follows:

a. Claes I: *4 percent of indication, +2 percent of full-scale indication

b. Class II: tZ percent of indica t ion, fO.75 percent of full-scale indication

c. Class III: *1 percent of indication, -53.50 percent of full-scale fndimtfon.

3.6.5 Inductive interference< The fuel gage installation shall be such that “
it will not be affected by the operation of other nearby electrical circ”icry.

3.7 Component mounting and location

3.7.1 Indicator.. The indicator, or indicators, shall be located as specified
by the procuring activity.

3.7.2 Tank units

3.7.2.1 Flangesu Where external top-mounted ond bottom-mounted type tank units
are authorized, the dimensions of the tank fitting for mounting che tank units
shall confirm to MS29576 for flange aicea 4, 5, and 6, a~ applicable. The mean5
provided for ❑ounting ocher types shall be entirely suitable for tbe purpose and
shall be subject co approval by the procuring activity.

3.7.2.2 Mounting. When practicable, tank units shall be externally mounted in
the top of the liquid tanks.

3.7.2.3 Draina Re. If, due co thri deeign of the aircraft, it is necessary to
mount che tank unite in a well or recess, provision shall be made for positive
drainage of any water, oil, or liquid which may collect in such a well. The use
of wells shall not result in unmeasured liquid in excess of the tolerances
specified herein. Under no circumstances shall a probe be located in an area
that cannot be 100 percent drained.
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3.7.2.6 Sealinv,, Mountings of all tank unite shall be eealed to prevent
leabge of liquid. When gaskets are required to prevent such leakage, they
shall be reuseable.

3.7.2.5 Reinforcement of units,- The tank units shell be securely supported.
If necessary, the tank unit mounting flange shall be reinforced by attachment
to the wing or fueelage structure in euch a manner that the relative poeition
of the unit vill not be disturbed by the diaphragming of the mounting eurface
caused by eloshing of the liquid. Additional pofnts of support shall he provided
for tank units exceeding 40 inchee in length. Tank units exceeding 60 inches
in length ehall be provided with supports at the free end and center. ‘l%e
support brackets sha 11 be subject to approva 1 by the procuring activity.

3.7.2.6 Internally mounted units. The method of mounting and eecuring inter-
nally mounted tenk unitg shall be as approved by the procuring ectivicy.

3.7.2.7 All tank unit$ shall be mounted in such a poaicion that the bottom of
the eensing portion of the tank unit will not extend below the Iwest level of
useable liquid in the normal flight attitude,

3.7.2.8 Location. The lou tion of all tank units shall be determined by
cmnpu tation or experku?ntirtion so that under che complece range of loading
conditions, errors wing to change in attitude abcuc any axis wing deflection
or weep sba 11 be within the tolerances specified herein.

3.7.2.9 Deviations to optimum locations. The requirements specified herein
pertaining to the loca t ion of tank unite shall be strictly adhered to unless
it ie structurally impractical to do so. In euch caees, requeet for specific
deviations, accompanied by drawings and da tn, and the reasons for such a request
ehall be made to the procuring activity. Optimum locations Bhall be defhed ae
required to meet the tolerances epecified herein.

3.7.3 Compensator sensinx units

3.7.3.1 Flanues _ For external top-mounted and bottom-mounted type tank unite,
the dimensions of the tank fitting for mounting the tank units ehall conform to
MS29576 for flange eizes 6, 5, and 6, as applicable. The means provided for
mounting ocher types shall be entirely euitable for the purpose and ehall be
subject to approval by the procuring accivity.

3.7.3.2 Mountinfi The compensator aeneing unit shall be eo mounted that ite
design re.quiremente are met under rill normal operating conditiane.

8
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3.7.3.3 Mounting level, The compensator sensing
the bottom of the sensing portion vill not extend
useable liquid in the norcal flight attitude.

IIIL-G-7940C

unit shall be so mounted that
below the lowest level of

!
t

!

!

3.7.3.4 Reinforcement of units. The cmpensa tor sensing unite sha 11 be
securely supported and, if necessary , reinforced to prevent flexing or damage
under service conditions.

3.7.4 Test switch.. The test switch, or switches, shall be located as specified
by the procuring activity.

3.8 Liquid measuremcnc. The gage shsll be so installed tbst the greatest
degree of accuracy will be obtained under normal flight attitude.

3.8.1 Measured liquid. Measured liquid shall be, as nearly as practicable,
equal co the totcl amount of liquid svailable to the engine or engines.

3.8.2 Unmeasured liauid. The class III tank units shall be located in such a
msnner that the total unmeasured liquid (see 6.2.3) in normal” flight attitude,
including the portions at both top and bottom of the rank, will not exceed 0.5
percent of the useable tank volume or 2.5 gallons, whichever is greater. The
class I and class 11 tank units shall be located in such a reamer that the
total unmeasured liquid in norm 1 flight otticude, including the portions at
both top and bortom of the rank, will not exceed 2 percent of che useable tank
volums or 10 gallons, whichever is greater. l%is tolerance applies co each
tank, and shall not be conscmed as being applicable to the total amount of
useable liquid carried aboard the aircraft.

3.9 Linearicv. The design. of the type I and rype 11 gage fnscaliacion shall be
such that under normal flight attitude , each Ix!nk unit assembly (see 6. 2.6) will
provide a linscr relationship between the eleccrica 1 capacitance and the volume
of liquid sensed. The type 111 gage installation shall be such that it will
provide the approprfa te calculated attitude correct ions o f the full gage readout.

3.10 Total errors. Installation engineering associated with the selection of
the number and location of tank units for each respective aLrcraft application
shall be accomplished by the aircraft contractor in such a manner thst the total

acc-la~ed errors, Plus errors due to sustained flight attitudes at ocher than
the normal flight attitude , shall be within the accuracies specified in 3,6.4.

3.10.1 ,Flixht attitudes The flight octitudea, i.e. , the angles in degrees
frcmr the normal flight atricude for both pitch and roll for use in the deter-
mination of nuder and locstfon of tank units, shall be ascertained by the
aircrafc contractor with che normsl tactical use of the aircraft in mind
rather than the extreme momentary attitudes representing abnormal positions of
che aircraft,
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3.11 Indicator dial desiun. The indicator dials for the respective quantity
gage indico tors sha 11 be graduated and marked in accordance with the applicable
requirements expressed in the gage specifications. The indicator dials shall
be calibrated to indicate only the liquid sensed by the respective gages.

Note: Since linear indication will be provided, it is a sfmple operation to
lay out the indicator dial des@n after the total amaunt of usenble liquid for
the respective tank or group of tanks has been established. However, calibra tion
of the type .1 and type II system indicators on a linear baeis requires that a
linear relationship exist betveen the capacitances of the type I and type 11
8ystem probe asesmblies versus the volume of liquid sensed. Likewise, proper
attitude correct ion in the type 111 sys cen depends largely upon the accuro te
locaclon of the tank probes. In this connection, the importance of adequately
accomplishing insrallatlon engineering of the tank unit assemblies la emphasized
so that additional reworking of the tank units will not be necessary prior to
final acceptance of the gage inscallatfon.

3.12 Fuel gaze svstem ad fustmencs

3.12.1 Adiustinu tools or instruments. For making produc tlon or field adjust -
ments, the cools or instruments used shall .be of a design and ncc”racy eui’table
for the purpose and shall be subject to approval by the procuring activity.

3.12.2 System adlusnnent. The system adjustment procedure shall be subjecc co
the approval of the procuring accivity. All gage installations shall be adju$t -
ed for zero indicet ion with empty tanke (see 6.2 .4) and with the tanks connected
to the gage systems.

3.13 Placard A placard sha 11 be provided in the ai mraft denoting the correct
capaci-lues to be substituted in lie” of the capacitance of each respec-
tive tank unit assembly. This data ia required to facilitate adjustment checking
and trouble-shooting of the gage equipment in service. The placard shall be
located fn the vicinity of the gage components which houee the adjustments and
shall be readily visible to the service persomel, The placard shall be
cons tructed of alwninum and sha 11 be permanently @ec”red to the aircraft by
screws, rivets, or other suitable means.

3.13.1 Placard data< The placard shell be pernxrnently and legibly marked, by
engraving or stamping, with the following inf ornw cion:

a. Smpty - design values corresponding to the capacitance of the tank unit
assembly under empty tank conditions

b. Added - capacitance value to be added to the tank unit assembly capacitance
to produce m indication corresponding to the last dia 1 grnduat ion (scale end)
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c. Full - sum of “empty” and “added” capacitance values

d. Compensa cor unit - capacitance value to be substituted in lieu of the
cmnpsnaator unit, if applicable.

3.13.1.1 The capacitance value for the compensator is applicable to compensated
gage equipment conforming to M2L-G-26988, and shall not be entered on placards
associated with uncompensated gage equipment.

3.14 Workmanship. The installation, including location and mounting of the
component parts of the gage system and the routing of electrical cables, shall
be consistent with the best practice in installations of this kind. Particular
attention shall be given co neatness and thoroughness of soldering, routing and
securing of electrical connector cables, ond adequate bonding of all component
parts of the gage assembly that require grounding.

3.14.1 Riveting. Riveting opera tions sha 11 be carefully performed to ensure
that the rivets are tight and satfsfaccorily headed.

3.14.2 Dimensions and tolerances. All dimensions and tolerances not specified
shall be as close as is consistent with the best shop practices. Oimsnsione
and tolerances affecting interchangeability, operation, or performance of the
gage eystem shall be llmited accordingly.

3.14.3 Cleaning. After final installation, all component psrcs and electrical
connector cables of the gage system shall be thoroughly cleaned of loose, spat-
tered, or excess solder, soldering flux, metal chips, and other foreign tmterial.

4. QUALITY ASSUR%NCS PROVISIONS

4.1 Resoonsibilicv for inspection. Unless otherwise specified in che contract
or order, the supplier is responsible for the performance of all inspection
requirements as specified herein. Except sin otherwise specified in che contract
or order, the supplier may use his own or any other facilities suitable for the
performance of the inspection requirements specified herein, unless disapproved
by the Government. The Government reserves the right to perform any of the
inspections set forth in the specification where such inspections are deemed
neceseary co aesure supplies and services conform to prescribed requiremsncs.

4.2 Classification of teEts._ The inspection and testing of gage installation
and calibration shall be classified as quality confomsnce tests.

6.2.1 Previous acceptance or approval of any part or components of the instal-
lation during fabrication or the release of any design by the procuring activity
shall in no case be construed as a guaranty of acceptance of the installacfon.
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6.3 Qualitv conformance teats< Quality conformance tests shall consist of:

a. Individual tests (4.3.1)

b. Sampling tests (4.3.2).

4.3.1 Individual tests. Each gage installation shall be subjected to the
following tests as described under 4.5:

a. Examina tion of instolla tion

b. Pull test (4.5.2)

c. Voltage brenkdown (4.5.3)

d. Electrical lenkage (4.5.6)

e. System adjustment (4.5.5) .

4.3.2 Saumline tests. One experimental model aircraft, one of the first 5
production aircraft, the 10th, 35th, 60th, 85th, llOth, and every 100th produc-
tion aircraft thereafter shall be subjected to the calibration tests (4.5.6)
ond interference test (4.5.7) . When any production ChOngO is made that affects
the tank system or gage equipment, the first production aircraft incorporating
the change, the 10th, 35th, 60th, 85th, llOth, and every “100th thereafter shall
also be subjected to the calibration tests (4.5.6) and the interference
test (4.5.7).

4.3.3 Relection and retest- Instructions for resubmission of rejected systems
shall be as specified in the contract or order.

4.4 Test conditions

4.4.1 Electrical power. The goge shall be tested with 115v single-phase 400 Hz
a-c and 28V d-c pwer, as required, *1O percent,

4.4.2 Adiustine instrument. The instrument specified herein (see 3. 12.1) to be
used for system adjustments shall be accurate to within 0.2 percent for class III
gases or 0.5 percent for class I and class II gages.

4.5 Test methods

4.5.1 Examination of installation. The gage insta lln tion shall be inspected
to determine compliance with the requirements specified herein with, respect to
worlaranship, routing of cables, SOldering, nmrking, and any other requirements
not covered by tests.
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4.5.1.1 Gage inspection< Prior to installation, all ccamponents shall be
inspacted to establish that the gage has not been dameged during shipmint
handling.

4.5.2 Pull test. The attached comector assemblies shall be subjected to a
longitudinal pull of 12 pounds for 1 minute. The wire or cable shall not DU1l
out of the connector and there shall be no physical failure.

6.5.3 Voltaue breakdown< Before connect ion to the gage canponents, the cables
shell be tested for electrical breakdown by applying 1,000v rms at a commercial
frequency between conductors for 10 seconds. If breakd~ occurs, the cable

shall be replaced, retested, and shall pass this test. Extreme caution shall be
used to determine tha t all units and other component parts are disconnected and
that the test will not endanger aircraft equipment or personnel.

4.5.6 Electrical leakage< The d-c insulation resistance of electrical cables
shell be measured with a reliable megohnnneter. Prior co connecting the cables
to gage components, readings shall be taken between the aircraft ground and all
conductors and between the connector shells and all cond”ctc.rs and shall be not
less than the following:

!linimum resistance
Type of cable (megohms)

Unshielded 100
Coaxial (shielded) 500

Measurements shall be mde of the tank unit (probe) circuit or circuits, and
separately the compensator unit (probe) circuit or circuits, (if any) , with all
wire and cables connec ted, The resistance measurements shall be made with a
three-wire megohmmeter at a point where a complete circuit normally is an input
to an electronic device (such as an intermedia te unit, or bridge circuit of the
system) . The electronic device shall noc be connected. The respective
reaiacance valuea aha 11 be not less than:

Note:
is so

4.5.5

Unshielded to ground (Lo-2 to ground) , 30 megohms
Coaxial center conductor to ground (Hi-2 to ground) , 30 megohms
Hi-Z co Lo-Z, 300 mcgohma

A three-wire megohmmcter need not be used if meaaurmnent Hi-Z to Lo-Z
high that calculation ahowa the other legs alao meet the requirements.

Svatam ad{ustmente< The installation ahnll be adjuated in accordance
tith previously approvad procedures (ace 3. 12.2). The instrument used for the

. . .

adjuatmrnt shall conform to the accuracy requir~nc specified in b. f+.2.
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4.5.6 Calibration tests~ The aircraft specified in 4.3.2 shall be subjected
to the f ollowirtg calibration tests to determine cmnpliance with the require-
ments specified herein with respect to reproducibility of calibration accuracy.
The readings obtained shrill not deviate respectively from the actual quantities
by more than the tolerances specified in 3.6.4.

a. Adjust the gage, system in accordance with the previously approved adjustment
procedure.

b. Fill aircraft tank with liquid of the epecified grade for which the aircraft
is designed. (Aircraft in refueling attitude. ) When starting to fill the tanks,
record the amount of liquid needed to start pointer movement from zero. After
the gage reads full, record the amount of liquid needed to ccnnplete filling the
tank. The total of theee two is the urunmsured liquid to be used in
subparagraph f.

c. Adjust aircraft to calibrated flight position.

d. Orain liquid cut in increments that will cause the indicator to read at
each major dial graduation belrw the initia 1 reading.

e. Record the indirator readings and weight of liquid removed for each reading.

f. Oetermine the totnl weight of liquid remo..ed. Subtract the crmmlative total
of increment removed frmn total weight , trnd compare with indicator readings
obtained during test. Proper correction shall be made for any unmeasured
liquid.

4.5.7 Interference. The system shall be checked to determine if the energizing
and de-energizing of other electrical circuitry which is in cloee proximity
to the gage circuitry affects the calibration of the gnge. Any noticeable
change in ca Librat ion due to manipulation of other circuitry shall require
corrective action to prevent such disturbance.

5. PRSPARATIOH FOR DELIVSRY

5.1 Section 5 is not applicable to this specification.

6. NUT’SS

6.1 Intended use ~ This speci ficat ion is intended for use in providing accurate
liquid quantity gages by adequately guiding the gage installation, dial calibra-
tion, and system adjusmnt.

I
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6.1.1 The gaging of liquid quantities on aircraft has presented many varied
and difficult problems, chiefly because of the irregularities in the size,
shape, location, type, and allormble capacity tolerances of aircraft tanks.
Difficulties are also presented by the roll and pitch flight attitudes, as
well as variation in the composition and changes in che temperature of liquids
used in aircraft. In order to minimize, insofar as possible, these undesirable

cOnditiOns, great care ~st be exercised in the quantity gage desirm and
especially the installation engineering.

6.1.2 Gages, when fabricated in accordance with applicable specifications and
installed in the most efficient manner, hsve proved accurate and reliable. A
majority of all liquid quantity irregularities end inaccuracies on different
types of military aircraft has been traced to inadequacies and inefficiencies
of the installation design, rather than co the gages themselves.

6.1.3 The engineering of a gage installation is considered co be of a fairly
permanent nature. The modification of this type of installation usually necessi.
tates a costly and lengthy progran. Therefore, it fe of the utmost importance
chat gage installacfon, calibration, and system adjustment be accomplished
initially in che most permanent and efficient manner.

6.2 Definitions

6.2.1 Normal flieht atcicude. The nocmal flight accftude is the attitude
specified by the manufacturer as moat representative of the aircraft during a
typical flight mission.

6.2.2 Tra~ped liquidu Trapped liquid ie the quantfcy remaining in the canke
in normsl flight atcicude after all available liquid has been drained out of
the tanks through the tank ouclecs to che engines.

6.2.3 Unmeasured liauid. Unmeasured liquid is the quantity that is available
to the engines but which is above or below the uppermost and lowest eensing
points of the tank units in each tsnk.

6.2.4 EmDtv tank. Empty tank is a tank from which ell liquid available to the
engines has been drained.

6.2.5 Full tank. Full tank is a tank filled to the volume and liquid level
specified by the manufacturer as representing total capacity of the tank.

6.2.6 Tank unit assembly. Tank unit ossembly is that combination of rsnk units
associated with an individual gage.
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6.3 Drawings and data ~ Establishment of the following Lnfcrnnat Lon by the
aircraft manufacturer is considered necessary before the installation engineer-
ing associated with the determination of the number and locstion of the tsnk
units can be satisfactorily accomplished. This inform t ion should be established
at the earliest practicable date eo that installation engineering of the gage
equipsnt will not be delayed and will be accomplished in an acceptable manner.

a. Size, shape, and position of each tank with respect to each other, to the
norml flight attitude of the aircraft, and co the eircra f t coordhste system

b. Location of all sump levele

c. Location of flight and refueling full levels

d. Locstion of liquid outlet from each tank

e. Location of liquid outlet from any given tank or comhimtion of tanks to
engine

f. Location of any check valves and interconnecting linee

a. &pes of tanks

h. Desired number and type of indicators

i. Smptying sequence

j. Fuel level lines corresponding to knowm volumes for each tank in sufficient
number and spacing to accurately reflect any irregularities or constrictions in
the liquid tank cavities. Liquid level lines should be established for normal
flight attitude and for a minfmrun of four different attitudes in addition to
normal flight attitude, including the maximum pitch and roll attitudes COII-
sfdered ap~licable co the aircra~t.

k. Useable volume of liquid for each

1. Any other data required to assist
the tank uni ta.

tn nk

in canputing the number and locations of

6.3.1 ~ For the in formnt ion of contractors and contract~ng officers, any
of the data spscified in the applicable documents listed in section 2 herein or
referenced lower-tier documents need not be prepared for the Gcrfernment unless
specified in the contract or order. The dats to be furnished should be listed
on DD Form 1423 (Contractor Data Requirements List) which should be attached to
and made a part of the contract or order. Nav Wepe Form 4200/25 (Drswinge, Lists,
and Specifics tians Required) should be attached when applicable.
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6.4 Pitch and roll studv. To accomplish che installation engineering of the
tank units to provide the performance required by this specifics cion, a study
will be made to determine the effect of pitch and roll attitudes. The study
may be accmaplished by either the calculated or mockup method. The calculation
method is preferable and should be used vherever possible.

6.4.1 Calculation methodu The calculation method will be based on the data in
6.3, as established by the aircraft manufacturer.

6.4.2 Mo~kup method. The study may be acccxnplished by using representa cive
tanks either installed in the aircraft or arranged in such a manner as CO sirm.!-
lnte the actual installation. The relationship for normal flight attitude
betveen the liquid level in inches and the volume in gallons will be determined.
Any convenient liquid may be used provided any tank distortion caused by the
liquid is compensa ted for. The height of the liquid level will be specified.
The height of the liquid level will be specified with respect to some convenient
reference da turn, such as o tank unit mounting flange. only that portion of the
liquid will be considered which is available in normal flight attitude (trapped
liquid excluded) (see 6.2. 1). The height of the liquid level shall be accurate
to within +1/32 inch. A sufficient number of volume increments shall be used.

6.5 Method of determining capacitance values for Dlacards

6.5.1 M2L-G-7817, M2L-G-7818, M2L-G-8798, and MIL-G-26988 require that the
gages be calibrated in accordance with certain standard nominal values which
are determined by the characteristics of the applicable aircraft liquids. To
provide the maximum accuracy for the gage installation, it is important that
the ADDED, FULL, and CINPENSATDR sensing unit capacitance values to be listed
on the placard be consistent with the gage specification. These capacitances
are detepnined as follows:

a. Under the heading “Calibration data for inspection tests,” the liquid gage
specf f ica tlon requires chat the fol lowing pertinent inforra t ion be furnished:

(1) Added capacitance of tank unite due to complete iuuneraion in nominal
liquid (Denoted as Cl)

(2) Pounds of fuel equivalent to nominal full indication. (z%is is obtained by
multiplying the tank volume sensed in gallons by the nominc 1 density of the
fuel in pounds per ga non being gaged. The respective nomfnal density values
are obtainable from the respective fuel gage syetem specification. If JP-5
fuel is being sensed, the JP-4 octane value of MtL-G-26988 will be used. )
(Denoted as Ml)
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b. The required ADDED capacitance for the placard is given by the fo}loving
formula:

CIM
c-—

*L
Where C is the required ADDED capacitance and M is the indication corresponding
to the last graduation on the indicator dial.

c. The TOTAL CAPACITANCE is the sum of the EMPTT and ADDED capacitances

d. In compensated @gee, the value to be specified for the capacitances of the
cmnpensator sensing unit is the value furnished in accordance vith luL-G-7818,
M2L-G-8798, and MIL-G-26988 under the heading “Total Capacitance for Complete
Itmnereion in Nomina 1 Fuel”.

e. For gage systems in accordance with ~L-G-7818, MIL-G-8798, M2L-G-26988, or
compensator probes in accordance with M2L-P-2287L, the capacitance value specified
for capacitor probes fully immereed in nominal fuel will be the active dry
capacitance of the crnnpeneator probe multipled by the respective nomiml dielec-
tric constant epecified in MIL-G-26988, table entitled “Dielectric Constant -
Dens ity, ” added to the dead capacitance of the probe. For JF-5 fuel, the JP-4
and octane value will be ueed.

6.5.2 The purpose of the empty capacitance value Lieted on the placard is to
aesist service personnel in checking the gage inscalla L’ion. Although the
preferred method of calibrating the gage calls for draining the tanks and setting
the empty adjustment with the tank unite comected, it till frequently be
necessary to make quick checks, ueing substitute capacitance valuee in lieu of
the tank units. For this purpose, it ie considered neceesary to specify nominal
design capacitance values rather than the values corresponding to the actual
installed tank units becauee of the possibility of replacement tank unite, in
which case the actual capacitance values of the original tank units would no
longer be applicable. It is recognized that a discrepancy %’111, in general,
exist between the desi~ capacitance values and the actual values, due tO
manufacturing tolerances. It will be neceeeary to include the requi red informa-
tion on thie matter in the operation and eervice instructions for the equipment.
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6.6
and

6.7

MIL-G-7940C

Gages conforming to M2L-G-7817, ML-G-7818, and M2L-G-8798 are older gages
their installation and calibration is covered by class I of KIL-G-26988.

Asterisks are not used in this revision to identifv chanstes with resmct.-—
to the previous issue due to the extensiveness of the changes.

–.

Custodians: Preparing activity:
Army - AV Air Force - 11
Navy - AS
Air Force - 11 Project No. 6680-0112

Review Activities:
Army - AV
Navy - AS
Air Force - 82

User Accivicy:
Army - EL
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